
THE GENEVA
CONVENTION

70    ANNIVERSARY OF

LAWS OF WAR
International laws for the humane treatment of wounded or captured military personnel
(POWs), medical personnel and non-military civilians during war or armed conflicts.
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series of treaties revised and adopted
4 Treaties; 3 Protocols (added later)
ratified by 196 countries (either wholly or
with reservations)

In Geneva Convention preamble, signatories
affirmed their  “earnest wish to see peace prevail
among peoples”

Swiss humanitarian
 
Founder of Red Cross
(now Red Cross and Red Crescent)
and World Alliance of Young Men’s Christian
Associations
 
Witnessed aftermath of ‘Battle of Solferino’ (24
June 1859) – “one of the bloodiest battles of the
nineteenth century” - proposed an international
agreement covering war wounded – led to First
Geneva Convention, 1864
 
1901 - Co-winner of first Nobel Prize for Peace
 
Promoted interest in treatment of prisoners of
war, abolition of slavery, international
arbitration, disarmament, and establishment of
a Jewish homeland

HENRI DUNANT12 August 1949  
 

CONVENTIONS

CONVENTION I
1864

Protects wounded soldiers
& ensures humane
treatment without

discrimination
Right to proper medical

treatment and care

CONVENTION II
1906

Protects shipwrecked
sailors and other naval

forces

CONVENTION IV
1949

Protects civilians from
inhumane treatment and

attack

“A highpoint in multilateralism, a miracle of international consensus
regarding the sanctity of human life and dignity in war.”

CONVENTION III
1929

Proper and humane
treatment of prisoners of

war (POWs)
Defines POWs

Prohibits torture, assaults
upon personal dignity, and

execution without
judgment

Special protection for
hospital ships Prohibits use of torture to

extract information from
POWs

19
49

GENEVA PROTOCOLS
1 9 4 9  C O N V E N T I O N S  M O D I F I E D  W I T H  3  A M E N D M E N T  P R O T O C O L S

Protocol I (1977) - Protection of victims of international armed conflicts
Protocol II (1977) - Protection of victims of non-international armed conflicts
Protocol III (2005) - Adoption of additional distinctive emblem

placed on humanitarian and medical vehicles
and buildings, and worn by medical personnel
and others carrying out humanitarian work, to
protect from military attack on battlefield

WHEN DOES CONVENTION APPLY?
all cases of declared war between signatory nations
all cases of armed conflict between two or more signatory nations, even in absence of a
declaration of war
to a signatory nation even if opposing nation is not a signatory, but only if opposing nation
‘accepts and applies provisions’ of conventions

PROTECTED EMBLEMS UNDER THE GENEVA
CONVENTION

ENFORCEMENT
All signatories obligated to enforce

Principle of universal jurisdiction – any nation has power to try a war criminal regardless of
nationality or nation where crimes were committed

' P R O T E C T I N G  P O W E R '
not part of an armed battle but has an agreement in place with one of the warring states that it will
protect that state’s interests; serves as ‘police’ to ensure terms of Geneva Convention not violated;
needs to be a fair advocate of needs of sick, prisoners, wounded, civilians, and non-combatants

' G R A V E  B R E A C H E S '
most serious violations of Geneva Convention e.g. biological experiments on human beings,
intentionally causing serious suffering or grave injury to a human being, hostage-taking, illegal
deportation, confinement, unnecessary extensive devastation, and acquiring of property

"Just because the law is broken doesn't make it less relevant. There are many, many
cases where the laws of war actually make a huge difference and actually do provide

dignity and humanity in war." - Helen Durham, a former human rights lawyer and director
of humanitarian law and policy at the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC)
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